Inspired by Quality,
leading to Excellence

IQNet – The International Certification Network
With more than 310,000 organizations certified around the globe, the 36 partners
of this international network of management system bodies hold about one third of
all certificates in the world. In addition to his responsibilities as Managing Director of
DQS UL, Michael Drechsel has been President of IQNet since June 2010. Drechsel,
who holds a degree in law, founded the first non-German subsidiary of DQS in Brasil
in the year 1996. He returned to Germany in 2004 to become Managing Director of
DQS GmbH and later also of DQS Holding GmbH.
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Member of:

Certifications and Assessments
of Management Systems

from left: Ganesh Rao, Stefan Heinloth, Michael Drechsel

True partners – with head, heart and hand
We think about your management system and your success. Every year we assess more
than 20,000 organizations and each one is unique in its structure and culture. Driven by
your objectives, we assess and evaluate the effectiveness of systems and processes to
deliver business results. Your sustainable success is our target.
We feel your challenges and pressures. Worldwide our customers experience challenges of
change and threatening uncertainties. With more than 2,300 experienced and highly competent auditors, we work on solutions for our customers. As true partners we offer support
especially in times of rapidly changing markets, because we care about people.
We act to add value to your business. With over 25 years of experience in management
system assessments, we have learned to focus on effective process management and business results. Sustainable success comes from effective management systems, making best
use of opportunities and managing risks wisely.
For certification of management systems, for assessments of processes or services, for
evaluation of an organization or network, with DQS-UL you have found a true partner,
serving you with head, heart and hand.
May, 2012

Ganesh Rao		
Managing Director		

Stefan Heinloth		
Managing Director		

Michael Drechsel
Managing Director
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DQS-UL Certificates worldwide
2012

Discover Integrity
Asia 18 %

Europe 62 %

America
16 %

Africa 3 %
Australia 1 %
Total: 48.565

Facts and Figures
Identical values worldwide:
integrity, competence, and trust

Assessment, evaluation, and certification of management
systems and processes constitute the core focus of our
business activities. About 100 nationally and internationally
recognized standards provide the basis, along with various
sector or customer specific requirements. Under the strategic
management of DQS Holding GmbH in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany, all group companies share one mutual goal: generating value for our customers. Independent, focused assessment services performed by competent auditors – that is our
contribution to our customer’s sustained success.
DQS-UL Group is considered one of the world’s leading
certification bodies for management systems. Our particular
characteristic is an absolute focus on core competencies:
the assessment and evaluation of management systems and
processes. After more than 25 years in business, we are
proud of the results: all over the world, 20,000 customers
have placed their trust in us; that equals the assessment of
about 45,000 management systems annually.
Our organization consists of more than 80 companies in
almost 60 countries throughout the world. With a staff
of about 2,800 – over 2,300 of them auditors – we offer
both local service and a global network. We assess small,
medium, and large size companies in almost all business
sectors. Always with integrity and competence. You can trust
us on that.
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Our customers – our partners

Our international operations would not be possible without
our highly qualified and experienced staff members, their
commitment and social competence. We are particularly
interested in maintaining a spirit of partnership in our relationships with customers, a partnership based on honesty
and trust. Our excellent and long term customer relationships
are deeply rooted in constructive communications, a regular
flow of information, and reliable service – before, during, and
after an audit. A clear measure of our success can be found
in the very high figure of customers that will recommend us
to others – more than 93 % – and our customer retention
rate of 98 %.
Especially in difficult times and during processes involving
change, DQS-UL Group can prove to be a valuable partner:
with auditors that evaluate plans and measures, and identify
opportunities. Risks that have been identified can be controlled more easily. We support organizations in their efforts
to focus their internal cooperation, and we open channels of
communication that will promote success – and not only in
times of crisis.

Technical competence

Most characteristic of our more than 2,300 international
auditors is their extensive experience in assessment and
certification business. Our auditor selection process focuses
on technical know-how, as well as competence in management and methods. Many of them hold qualifications for
a variety of standards, making them capable of assessing
management systems for quality, environmental protection
and occupational health and safety, for example. That is how
an integrated management system can be assessed most
efficiently and with a clear focus on results.

ISO/TS 16949

ISO 14001

DQS-UL Certificates by countries
China 14 %

DQS-UL Certificates by sector

Korea 11 %
Rubber/Plastic 8 %
USA 10 %

India 8 %

Germany 17 %

Japan 5 %
Others 20 %

Metal 16 %

Chemical 16 %
Services 6 %

Construction 6 %

Electro 19 %

Mexico 4 %

Others 15 %

Iran 4 %

Taiwan 3 %

Engineering 4 %
Food 2 %

Brazil 4 %
Total: 3.932

Vehicle Manufacturing 6 %

Total: 5.855

Traffic Sector 2 %

A significant part of our workforce consists of auditors that work for us on an exclusive contract basis. Coming from their own personal work environment, their ideas and experiences
prove to be very profitable in the mutual exchange with customers. All of our auditors are
practical-minded people who bear management responsibility of their own.

International and innovative

DQS-UL Group continues to expand. Our network of international offices grew to over 80
offices in 60 countries in 2012. This wide coverage guarantees fast availability without
language barriers. True to the premise of “think global, act local”, our local employees
provide market-driven solutions according to each country’s specific customer needs.
DQS-UL Group stands for well coordinated services on an international level. This, along
with leadership based on appreciation and trust and a clear focus on objectives, gives us
the freedom to concentrate on what is most important to us: our customers.
The individual needs of our customers are the motivating power for innovation. In customtailored assessment projects, we evaluate planned or on-going projects involving change,
essential processes, or entire system networks. Based on individually agreed upon criteria,
we analyze and evaluate networks for service, distribution, sales, or chains of supply. With
our tried and tested Benchmark concept, we offer our customers measurable results from
the assessment of their systems. That is our contribution to partnership, to continuous
improvement, and to commercial success.

Results

Customer loyalty has exceeded 98%. A total of 49,000 certificates shows the outstanding
confidence in DQS-UL. Our group wide revenue has surpassed 100 mil Euro. And we
continue to grow as more and more organizations entrust DQS-UL with the audit of their
management systems and processes. Investing in people, competence and innovation is
our basis for sustainable success.
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Discover Customer Loyalty

ACTEW Corporation Limited, Australia
“DQS certification AUSNZ Ltd. was chosen from a number of certification bodies to provide a rigour in auditing and value added
feedback to the management. They are tough, professional but
at the same time their practical approach has helped our management and staff to understand the real ever-changing world of
risk management. We recommend DQS AUSNZ to any company
where management of asset and infrastructure is a critical success factor. They are very good people to work with.”
Asoka Wijeratne, General Manager ActewAGL Water

EN ElectronicNetwork AG, Germany

Klaus Kroesen
CEO

“The customer portal “MyDQS” makes working together with
DQS very transparent and easy. In all of our certifications groupwide, we have been working with their competent auditors to our
utmost satisfaction for many years now. Their custom-tailored and
constructive approach provides valuable support in all aspects of
certification. In many instances, it is certifications that allow us to
penetrate into new markets, such as the medical, automotive, or
railway industries. That is how DQS continues to create “Win-Win”
situations at all our sites.”

D&S / Walmart, Chile

„Working with DQS-UL means having a reliable partner for the
development of suppliers, which highlights their professionalism,
knowledge of standards and dedication to the projects established by our company. The value delivered by DQS-UL is specific
solutions adapted to the demands of our markets.”

Erich Jaeger
Quality Assurance Manager
Private Labels Chile
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NVI-National, Ethiopia

“The National Veterinary Institute strives to make our Country among the internationallyrecognized animal vaccine producing countries and be most competitive by producing high-quality and effective animal disease vaccines that are based on efficient and
effective research and development outputs. The competent support of DQS-UL with its
value-adding and extremely supportive re-certification audit was precious and helping.
DQS, as our genuinely long-term partner for our continual improvement efforts, is key to
maintaining and increasing our market position and bottom-line - the Institute is proud of
being certified by DQS for ISO 9001.”
Dr. Martha Yami
General Manager

Allgemeine Baugesellschaft – A. PORR AG, Austria

“We are one of the leading companies in the Austrian construction industry and for the
last 140 years, we have been fulfilling the expectations of our principals in all areas of
the construction business. With the support provided by our integrated management
system and its efficient organizational and process structures, measures can be implemented easily and effectively. The additional integration of occupational health and safety
as well as environmental protection also reflects our group-wide sense of responsibility to
society on the whole.
With their international expertise as well as the technical skills and personal background
of their auditors, DQS has been at our side for 15 years already. We particularly appreciate the ability of DQS auditors to combine their skills in process control with a very
pragmatic approach. Working together in partnership, we find our benefit in the balance
between what is necessary and what is workable. The experiences and recommendations
that we have gained from our audits provide a very valuable contribution to the future
performance of the PORR group of companies.”

DI Reinhard Frank
Central Quality Management
Representative

KUKA Aktiengesellschaft, Germany

“KUKA is an up-and-coming company that wants to provide maximum benefit to their customers. We chose DQS with their excellent reputation to be our partner and to support us
with competent assessments. We place much emphasis on having well trained auditors with
many years of practical experience and an intuitive understanding of essentials. Working with
DQS auditors not only helps to ensure legal conformity, it is also very valuable for our overall
success.“

Johann Britzelmeier
Director Quality Management
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Discover Performance

Certification of Management Systems
What do organizations appreciate about certification?

Successful organizations take advantage of management systems and the results to be gained from their expert and objective
assessments in order to improve their performance ability and results. Certification provides legal certainty and creates trust
among customers, partners, and the public. A DQS-UL certificate demonstrates to customers and partners alike that the certified
organization deserves their full confidence.
About 100 recognized standards – sector specific as well as sector spanning – provide the basis for the assessments and certifications conducted by DQS-UL. For the most part, these standards can be related to management systems for quality, environment, occupational health and safety, and risk management.

You bring quality to life in all areas.
We perform assessments in all sectors.

Quality management is a core responsibility of corporate
management, in order to control processes for the achievement of corporate objectives. A quality management system
is a tool that can be used to configure critical factors, such as
customer satisfaction or competitive ability.
With a total of about one million certificates worldwide, ISO
9001 is the most significant and widely used quality management standard. It provides the basis for many sector specific
standards, such as ISO/TS 16949 for the automotive industry.
With a focus on consistent customer orientation, it describes
internationally applicable requirements for management
systems concerned with the quality of products, services, or
development processes. Geared mainly on individual corporate
processes, a certification to ISO 9001 is not limited to any
particular business sector. The increasing complexity of global
business has given rise to a sustained increase in certified
systems for 25 years now.
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Employees are your most important asset.
We can help you keep them safe.

Occupational health and safety management systems are
increasingly being integrated into the central management
functions of organizations. An OHSAS management system
focuses on reducing the number of occupational accidents,
as well as on maintaining employee health and well-being
at work. Certification results in increased safety for employees, while at the same time demonstrating an organization’s
responsible handling of this valuable “asset”.
BS OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health and Safety Assessment
Series) is the most popular and significant standard for occupational health and safety management systems in the world. The
standard emphasizes the protection of employee health through
preventive action and promotion of health in the long term.

ISO 50001 Certificate Awarding Ceremony
at Samsung, Korea

Focus on Sustainability
Ecological, economic and social responsibility

Sustainability today is understood to mean the coming together of
economical factors, responsibility for our environment, and consideration of social aspects in all business dealings. This is a wonderful
development – because it means that we are learning. Today, organizations know that it is not only their corporate results that matter.
What is also important is their environmental and social focus. In
order to prevail before stakeholders, customers, the government and
society as a whole; organizations need to provide evidence of meeting sustained economic, ecological, and social requirements.
Neglect in the areas of environmental protection, occupational
health and safety, as well as social responsibility, increases the risk
of business. An organization’s credibility may be damaged, as well
as their economic safety, particularly in light of future developments.

Contract signing with new office, DQS Finland.
Mr Petri Buchert, Managing Director (left) signs
the contract with Mr Michael Drechsel.

When it comes to certifications and assessments, DQS-UL Group
has been a recognized and valued partner of organizations and corporations for more than 25 years.

Environmental Management
ISO 14001 is an internationally recognized standard designed to control environmentally relevant
processes within an organization. Its objective is to create a balance of economics and environmental protection, as well as to improve environmental performance. Since its publication in the
year 1996, more than 200,000 organizations all over the world have implemented a management system according to ISO 14001, and had it certified by independent 3rd parties.

From left: David Cowie - Managing Director
DQS Emirates; Hatem Bamatraf - Senior Vice
President, Network Development; Yatinder
Mahajan - Chief Technology Officer; Khalid
Ranjhani - Director Process Development and
Governance

Energy Management
ISO 50001 describes the requirements for an energy management system, which allow an organization the systematic and continuous improvement of their energy related performance, as well
as an increase of their energy efficiency.

Social Responsibility
IQNet SR 10 establishes the requirements for a social responsibility management system. Among
other factors, the particular strength of this standard lies in being eminently suited to integration
into an existing management system as well as its international acceptance.
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Discover Competence

Assessment of Processes
and Services

Evaluation of Organizations
and Networks

A focus on processes

Supply chains – from raw materials to consumers

There are times, though, when processes do not deliver the
expected results. A systematic analysis of cause and effect
that takes into account the various internal interfaces can
help to improve and sustain process results. Audit objectives
are then agreed upon in close contact with the customer, followed by the selection of the audit team. Free from conflicts
of interest, auditors will analyze and evaluate the process;
strengths, weaknesses, and potential is identified and used
for the improvement of results.

There are many reasons to entrust DQS-UL with the assessment of suppliers or networks, which are usually focused
on reliability or quality of supply, safety or availability. Audit
objectives are always agreed upon individually, taking into
consideration purchasing strategy as well as targets for
quality and growth. The more significant each individual supplier’s contribution to the overall product, the more important
analysis and evaluation are for business continuity, as well.
Conducted by neutral experts in a spirit of partnership, an
evaluation supports both parties – customers as well as suppliers – in their individual development. The benefit: less risk,
less waste, more opportunities.

“Corporate success is the sum total of all process results.”
That is how Stefan Heinloth, Managing Director of DQS Holding,
illustrates the significance of process and result oriented assessments. No matter their nature – management or supporting processes, production or service delivery processes – the
entirety of processes makes up an organization’s individual
process landscape. In it, all of the processes are shown as a
network, with clearly defined input and output, as well as the
indicators for measurement and the need for resources.

Service providers in particular feel an increasing need for
assessments in the area of personnel and service processes.
This is where independent experts can be employed to evaluate real life processes, and to develop sustainable competitive advantages.
Quite often the solution for problems experienced can be
found in the cooperation of different departments, or the interaction of processes. By analyzing the reasons and potential
behind these problems, independent and competent auditors
can help to find practical solutions. These types of process
assessments are particularly significant during economically
challenging periods of time.
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Every organization maintains supplier relationships. Depending on the depth of in-house production, they contribute to
the value of products or services to a greater or lesser extent.
Supply chains thus come into existence across country
borders, corporate entities, and production levels - creating a
truly global network.

Large networks can often be found in the service and sales
sectors, as well. Where partners are charged with representing a manufacturer’s valuable brand name, quality management and trademark protection measures are essential. As
an independent assessment organization with many varied
resources, we can offer custom-tailored solutions on a regional or international level.

Comprehensive Evaluation of Systems –
State of the Art
Developed by various stakeholders, standards have achieved an importance in the
management and control of an organization that cannot be overestimated.
Standards are subject to regular cycles of revision, where they are updated as needed
in accordance with the current state of the art in science and economics. New subjects
are being addressed in order to remain at the cutting edge of technology. From quality
to environment, occupational health and safety to security and energy efficiency – their
structured, systematic approach offers stakeholders a maximum in safety and reliability.
When it comes to implementation and certification, more and more organizations decide
in favor of an Integrated Management System that meets a variety of demands.
With DQS Best, we offer our customers a useful tool for the evaluation of the maturity
of their management system. Designed as an optional supplement to any comprehensive systems audit, our experienced auditors evaluate eleven important management
system criteria. On the basis of globally recognized assessment methods, they evaluate each criterion for its conceptional approach, its implementation and the results
achieved. The objective: in addition to the improvement potential identified in a “classic”
systems audit, our customers receive information on their “status quo“ as well as incentives for the improvement of results. In addition, we offer our customers anonymous
comparative values from hundreds of benchmark analyses in various business sectors.
DQS Best raises the awareness of one’s own competitive position, as well as the most
vital opportunities.

DQS eSolutions: innovation goes online

DQS-UL Group offers innovative approaches for the further development of management
systems and people. The experts, auditors, and customers of DQS-UL Group have more
than 25 years of experience in the field of auditing and certification. They have distilled
their knowledge in standards, methods, and techniques into a user-friendly tool designed
to improve management systems as well as personal qualifications. Organizations around
the world stand to benefit from their expertise and well-founded know-how.
Under the guidance of a personal online coach,
customers may choose from two different areas:
eAssessments or eLearning:
eAssessments is the tool for management systems.
Self-assessments evaluate the system and result in a
structured report, identifying both strengths and opportunities for improvement. This program can be used
as a basis for internal audits, for verifying the maturity
of implemented management systems, and to demonstrate one’s own achievements to customers by way of a
documented self-declaration. The system is measurable,
so that all findings can lead to actions with the aim of
improvement.
eLearning is the tool for qualifying personnel at any
level. eLearning provides staff members, experts and
managers with an opportunity to “learn from the best”,
and gives documented evidence of that knowledge.
Learners are encouraged to broaden their horizons in the
areas of management systems, standards, and auditing.
Auditors and other experts share their know-how in order
for learners to know, to understand – and to implement.
DQS eSolutions is available to any interested party, anywhere in the world, starting in June 2012.
Visit us on www.dqs-e.com
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Discover Diversity
Asia

DQS UL Asia Pacific
Management System Certification Co, Ltd.
“Your success is our goal”

The Chinese Government has regulated management system certification using laws and
regulations since 2003. In September of 2011 these regulations have been enforced by
intensified market supervision and a strict sanctions policy. Having been a registered certification body in China for more than 10 years, DQS-UL Group fully respects and observes
Chinese law and all related national regulations of the Government authority CNCA. We
have notified our customers accordingly and cooperate to find compliant individual certification solutions.
In April 2011, UL-CCIC transferred its management system certification business to DQS
AP, which changed their name to DQS UL Asia Pacific Management System Certification
Co, Ltd. (DQS UL AP), creating one entity for all of PR China. Together we gained strength
to provide more certification services to a wider range of customers.

Mr Zhu Zhaoyi
Managing Director of DQS UL AP

Offices in Asia

China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Iran / Middle East
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Korea
Lebanon
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Taiwan
Thailand
United Arab Emirates
Uzbekistan
Vietnam
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The head office of DQS UL AP is located in Shanghai, with a total of 50 auditors spread
over 28 provinces and cities. Highly professional staff with specific industry background
is available to guide and help customers achieve continual improvements of their management systems. Special project services designed according to customer needs help
customers save time and cost.
Combining the brand advantage of DQS and UL, DQS UL AP offers diversified services to
the Chinese subsidiaries of many renowned companies, such as Volkswagen, Siemens,
BOSCH, BASF, BAYER, Zeiss, 3M, TDK, Pioneer, and Continental. A particular focus of DQS
UL AP is on services for the automotive industry. In China, the automotive OEM evaluate
the performance of CBs according to the product quality of OEM’s suppliers, the result of
2nd party audits, the handling of complaints, and other details. At present, DQS UL AP is
the assigned CB of a number of well-known foreign companies, joint ventures and stateowned OEMs, having received multiple honors and awards for outstanding performance.
Other focus industries include electronics, chemical, railway, aerospace, and IT.
The portfolio of services is rounded off by the good partnership DQS AP has always enjoyed
with the national Chinese certification bodies CQC and CQM, both of them IQNet partners.
Building upon many years of trust and good-will, this cooperation, ensures the continued
provision of services in highly specialized areas, as well. For the future, DQS UL AP will also
focus on development in new fields, such as social responsibility (e.g. IQNet SR10), enterprise solution method, risk evaluation and carbon footprint verification.
2011, China/Shanghai: DQS UL AP Customer Day

Indonesia/Jakarta: DQS Indonesia
Customer Forum with about 90
attendants

UL DQS India
Long-term customer relationships are the basis for continued growth

UL DQS India is proud of their excellent long-term customer relationships, which have
helped both sides to grow and develop successfully. The high level of customer satisfaction
is particularly evident in the following testimonials:
„The speed at which the DQS-UL team performed the process of closing the audit, review of
responses and releasing the certificate has exceeded our expectation and pleasantly surprised
all of us at Tyco Electronics. We are delighted and thank your team for the effort and support.”
Tyco Electronics – electronic components

“The service of UL DQS is very prompt and punctual. Your auditor’s cooperation, kindness,
expression and questioning technique are very much appreciated. Please keep it up.”
Kishco Limited – kitchen appliances, marketing material, tableware

“UL DQS is one of the best certification bodies across the globe.”
Mahindra Ugine Steel – metal industry

UL DQS India is well prepared to meet the needs of the thriving domestic industry in India.
Auditors highly qualified to ISO/TS 16949, AS 9100, ISO 13485, TL 9000, ESD S.20.20,
ISO 20000, ISO 27001, BS 25999, ISO 50001 and IRIS perform professional, value
generating assessments. In addition to auditor qualification, the office also places much
emphasis on the further training of staff members. Individual service for customers and the
monitoring of trends and new requirements are equally important when it comes to being
able to continue to provide customers with the best possible service in the future.

Dr. Murugan Kandasamy
Managing Director
UL DQS India

UL MSS Korea
Leader particularly in the automotive industry

Due to their strong networking with the industry, UL MSS Korea is one of the most wellknown Korean certification bodies and a leader particularly in the automotive industry. Among
their customers can be found many well-known companies such as Hyundai, Samsung, and
LG. UL MSS Korea offers various programs to help organizations achieve their present and
future business goals through a verification of system competence, among them TS 16949,
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, HSPM, TL9000, ISO 13485, ISO 50001, IRIS, and
so on. In 2010, they issued the first ISO 50001 certificate in Korea to Samsung Electronics
Co., Ltd., providing an impetus to many companies in Korea to follow in their steps.
UL MSS Korea calls it “Customer Satisfaction Management” when they pursue the value
requested by the customers and develop their ability to deliver this. They have established
a close and trustful cooperation with the Korean partner office of DQS Korea. Together they
develop new services for our customers and grow in a wide variety of industry sectors.
UL MSS Korea perceives the great discernment and professionalism of their highly qualified
auditors to be the mainstay of their reputation and customer satisfaction. In addition, customers can feel the value of a system certification by UL MSS Korea directly through various
annual training programs, which convey both theoretical knowledge and practical information.
Most in demand in Korea are trainings in the area of energy management (ISO 50001), 2nd
party audit for customer’s suppliers, and customized internal auditor training.

Jangsook Lee
Managing Director
UL MSS Korea
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Europe

DQS Germany
Over 25 Years of Experience

DQS GmbH was founded on 1 February 1985 by the DGQ (German Society for Quality) and
DIN (German Institute for Standardization) to be the first German registrar for the certification of management systems. Other renowned industry associations soon joined the ranks
of shareholders: HDB, Spectaris, VDMA and ZVEI.
Today, DQS-UL Group strives for a position among the TOP 5 certification bodies for management systems worldwide. We now serve customers in more than 100 countries. Located
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, DQS GmbH became the mainstay of the group in Europe.
They bring to the group an experience gained in over 25 years of successful corporate development, as well as a wide product spectrum of about 100 different services in assessment
and certification.

DQS CFSI
DQS-UL Food Safety Solutions GmbH
In the interest of consumer safety worldwide

Since 1 January 2012, DQS-UL Group includes another specialized company dedicated
to providing know-how and experience in the interest of consumer safety: DQS CFSI will
develop, promote and deliver assessments and certifications for consumer goods, among
them foodstuffs, textiles, household goods and similar items. DQS CFSI has been established to provide competence and know-how in the area of consumer safety worldwide, with
particular focus on the markets in Asia, Europe, and Latin America. The objective of DQS
CFSI is both to deliver much-requested services to customers, and to support our partners
and help them grow in this important market segment.
DQS CFSI Managing Director
Dr. Sied Sadek
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Ensuring the safety of consumer goods, whether for consumption or daily use, has become
a primary concern for consumers, retailers, and manufacturers alike. Increased consumer
awareness has led to a variety of both product-related and management system standards
and specifications at all levels of the chain of distribution, from production to packaging, logistics, and retail. DQS CFSI applies their expertise to develop customized solutions
particularly for international trade and sourcing. With a spectrum of currently more than
30 assessment and certification services, among them FSSC, BRC IoP and BRC Consumer
Products, and more under development, DQS CFSI is well prepared to ensure organizations
fulfill their commitment to quality and safety for consumers and retailers alike. For safe
consumer goods – any time, any place, any store.

DQS Romania
Focus on the assessment of complex standards

The Romanian office of DQS UL Group celebrated their 10th anniversary with a festive
customer event in Bucharest on 23 February, 2012. Some of the 150 customers attending
have been under the care of DQS Romania since the beginning. Founded and managed by
Mrs. Hilda Gieb-Schramm, DQS Romania srl focuses mainly on the assessment of complex standards requiring a high degree of auditor qualification, such as ISO/TS 16949, IFS,
BRC, IRIS and Energy Management. In addition to their flexibility and excellent knowledge of
the domestic industry, Romanian auditors also speak several languages, including English,
French, German, Hungarian, and Italian.
The customers of DQS Romania particularly appreciate the speed and transparency with
which their inquiries and assessment needs are being handled by the local office. Close
customer contact in all areas, enhanced by the reputation of DQS UL as one of the world’s
premier certification bodies, have allowed the office to flourish in the wake of Romania’s
accession to the European Union in 2007. True to their focus on export-oriented and safetyconscious industries, DQS Romania counts among their clientele the top Romanian automotive suppliers, as well as suppliers to major European retail chains.

DQS Russia
Safety and responsibility for the world we live in

Russia is one of the world’s largest oil producing countries. Located in Moscow, AK Transneft
is responsible for conveying close to 100 % of the crude oil produced domestically. When
it comes to occupational health and safety, the company also has ambitious goals. For the
comprehensive assessment of their OHSAS management system according to BS OHSAS
18001, they chose DQS Russia.
Russian companies tend to employ various measures to meet the requirements and challenges of environmental protection. One of the companies that have undergone certification
to GOST R ISO 14001 is Energoatom, the state-run nuclear power corporation. A certification to GOST R 14001 is not only recognized, but has been required by the Russian Federation for many industry sectors since 1992.
JSC Russian Railways is the government owned national rail carrier of the Russian Federation, headquartered in Moscow. The monopoly is the second largest network in the world
with 85,200 km of track, employing 950,000 people and carrying more than 0.95 billion
passengers and 1.2 billion tons of freight annually across 11 time zones. This major contributor to the fast-growing Russian economy recently established a program of strategic quality
management, which includes a requirement for a wide range of suppliers to achieve an IRIS
certification. DQS Russia has extended their activities in the railway industry lately, adding
Bombardier Transportation (Signal) LLC and enterprises affiliated with Alstom Transport as
new customers.

Offices in Europe
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Montenegro
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovak Republic
Spain
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
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America
Office in Buffalo Grove, IL, USA

UL DQS USA
Actively involved in standardization and industry committees

UL DQS Inc. maintains four offices in the United States. Recent survey results indicate that
customers rate the performance of their auditors at the top! With over 125 available auditors, many of whom have more than 15 years of direct work experience in various industries;
UL DQS is able to provide local service. Two-thirds of the auditors are qualified for multiple
standards, as well as skilled and experienced in the comprehensive evaluation of management systems. The inside knowledge of new developments, in turn, benefits customers as
both parties are well prepared to make use of the latest insights gained.

Ganesh Rao
Managing Director, UL DQS Inc.

Many American companies are able to utilize the benefits of their management systems to
evaluate and improve processes, particularly for complex projects. Major customers for UL
DQS include: E I DuPont, Coca-Cola, Michelin and Verizon. Supply chain assessments can
also be used to ensure that the activities of the suppliers and the products that result are
aligned with needs of the OEM. Auditors are well equipped to assess companies in a variety
of industry sectors. They offer valuable insight for the company to achieve its goals and objectives and frequently suggest “best in practice” methods that enhance performance, which
often has a positive impact on the bottom line.
IT Services continue to develop as we look to meet the ever-changing needs of the market.
The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEISM) has become very popular in the Software and System Engineering discipline.
Those IT organizations have the option to integrate CMMI and an ISO standard to maximize
the benefits.

Offices in America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
El Salvador
Mexico
USA

The release of the ISO 50001 Energy Management Standard was a catalyst to expand
sustainability-related service offerings in the United States. UL DQS Inc. has created a free,
on-line e-tool where the end-user answers 12 questions regarding current energy use. This
tool automatically assigns a score based on the answers to the questions and makes recommendations to users on how to proceed toward their certification goals. A Practitioner’s
Guide was developed and published, which provides a step-by-step guide to the implementation of the standard using examples and scenarios to explain each of the auditable clauses
of the ISO 50001 standard. In conjunction with the Practitioner’s Guide, the EnMS Scorecard is a companion tool used to self-assess an organization’s energy management practices. Each of these tools can and should be used to guide an organization toward readiness
for an independent assessment of their energy management system. There are certification
and non-certification options available to all customers.

“The sites have been very receptive to the findings because
they see it as critical to their operation’s mission. Our business is selling regulated products for food production and this
requires a high quality standard. These audits have identified
our blind spots so we can correct them before a failure occurs.
I am happy to report that, in the first year of these audits, we
were able to reduce the rate of issues by fifty percent. Next
year, we look forward to similar results and additional reductions in the rate failure.”
John Olsen, DuPont’s Crop Protection Quality Manager
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Employees of DQS do Brasil

DQS do Brasil
Investments into the development of customer-specific solutions

DQS do Brasil Ltda. in Sao Paulo was the first international office of DQS. Founded
in 1994, it now employs more than 90 staff members. Their service spectrum
includes assessments according to more than 50 international and domestic standards – supplemented by customer-specific solutions. More than 927 certified customers – among them Yamaha, Volkswagen do Brasil Group, Robert Bosch Group,
Black & Decker, General Motors do Brasil, Arcelor Mittal, Siemens Ltda., Mahle and
TRW – currently enjoy the spirit of partnership in their cooperation with the Brazilian
office of DQS-UL Group.
For many years already, the audits performed by DQS do Brasil have not been
limited to the requirements of standards, but rather take into account individual
customer requests and requirements. That requires the development of matching
solutions. DQS do Brasil believes in their investments for the development of new
technologies, promoting them aggressively in order to provide their customers with
the best quality service possible. In this regard DQS do Brasil expects the accreditation by INMETRO to certify automotive products.
Which standards are in demand in Brazil?
The number of inquiries for certifications to ISO 9001 continues to increase steadily. Very
interesting to see is the development of SASSMAQ, a local standard for the assessment of
logistics companies in the chemical industry, as well as of ISO 20000-1. IT service providers
and IT departments of corporations with complex IT infrastructure like to demonstrate their
quality capability on the basis of ISO 20000-1. In Latin America, DQS do Brasil is market
leader when it comes to ISO 20000-1 and food industry requirements. Regarding to Food
Safety and Energy Management Systems an increase market participation is expected.

Dezée Mineiro
Managing Director
DQS do Brasil

DQS-UL de México
Competence, professionalism and commitment

With a strong presence in the Mexican market since 1996, DQS UL de México is well consolidated as a mayor certification
body in the automotive, electrical and electronic industries. Among their customers are international companies such as
Samsung Electronics, Condumex, Schneider Electric, Bocar industries, Axa Grupo Yazaki, Henkel Capital, Eucomex, and Telmex. Their names are clear evidence of the level of commitment, service and professionalism that any customer of DQS-UL
de México may expect when looking to certify and improve their management systems.
The Mexico office is committed to always staying on the leading edge, which is why they are focused on innovative and
complex standards such as ISO 50001 “Energy Management”, AS 9100 “Aerospace”, TL 9000 “Telecommunications”, or
ISO 28001 “Supply Chain”, among others. They also provide related services, such as second party audits to suppliers, CQI9
Audits “Thermic treatments for the automotive industry”, or SIO 13001 audit “Risk Management”.
Among the many different advantages customers stand to benefit from when working with DQS UL de México, there are also
more than 30 different types of training courses offered for organizations and individuals, which will benefit companies in their
development of competences and know-how. In addition to well-established courses on ISO 9001, 22000 and 27001, topics
most sought-after by the customers of DQS UL de México are energy management (ISO 50001), TL 9000, ISO 28001, and
2nd party assessments.
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Africa

DQS South Africa
Continuous high level of customer satisfaction

DQS South Africa is glad to see that the recent spectre of global and economic uncertainty
has disappeared and left less impact among their clients than imagined. While there has
been some a reduction in business in the mining and automotive sectors, others including
construction, financial services, food services and transportation have strengthened. In
addition, the office was able to welcome a diverse group of new clients to engage their services. Training is clearly on many organizations’ minds as booking for courses has exceeded
expectations. In the fast changing environment of African nations, opportunities unmatched
elsewhere appear very suddenly and need to be seized quickly.

From left: Debbie Becker (Operations
Manager Certification), Francois
Labuschagne (Managing Director),
Vusi Bongwe (Operations Director)

Australia

The DQS South Africa office has experienced steady growth
and is looking forward to more of the same. None of
this would have been possible without the expertise and
professionalism displayed by their experienced and highly
qualified auditors and customer service staff. The role and
contribution made by DQS South Africa’s auditors and
planning staff in creating and retaining customer satisfaction also cannot be emphasized enough. Customer interaction surveys show a service delivery unmatched in South
Africa, with continuous high levels of client satisfaction.
Client loss, if any, was mainly due to corporate mergers,
not business or economic constraints.

Offices in Africa
Egypt
Ethiopia
Kenya
Morocco
Nigeria
South Africa
Tunisia

DQS Certification AUSNZ
Attractive services for the local market

“In choosing a Certification Body,
Reliance Petroleum looked for an
organisation that provided more
than just an annual audit and
report. With DQS we have found
an organisation that has access to
auditors familiar with our industry
and management that keep in
regular contact who are willing to
discuss any issues and provide
guidelines to assist in improving
our management system. DQS
also provide access to training
programs that assist our staff in
gaining a greater understanding of
the application and use of management systems.

The team of DQS AUSNZ offers attractive services for the local market as well as for globally active companies. With a competent management team and experienced auditors,
DQS AUSNZ conducts over 100 assessments of quality, environmental and occupational
health and safety management systems. In addition, DQS AUSNZ conducts assessments
to technical standards within the Aerospace, Automotive & Food sectors.
List of global customers audited (excerpt):
 Henkel Australia Pty Ltd
 Continental Pty Ltd
 Carl Zeiss Pty Ltd
 Panduit
 BASF Australia Ltd

DQS set a high standard with their
original proposal and they have
been able to provide a service to
Reliance Petroleum that delivers
on these high expectations.”
Gordon Jackson, HSSEQ Assurance Manager, Reliance Petroleum
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From left to right: Derrick Wildi - Operations Admin Manager, Dr Chris Brendon - Chairman DQS AUSNZ,
Bruce Jones - GM Sales and Operations, Matthew Elliott - Managing Director, Lance Brendon - Managing
Director DQS AUSNZ, Gordon Jackson - HSSEQ Assurance Manager, Barry Raises - DQS AUSNZ Lead Auditor

Quality Management

You bring quality to life in all areas.
We perform assessments in all sectors.

Sustainable Management
Saving resources

Environmental and Energy Management
ISO 14001, ISO 50001, ISCC, Sustainable Biomass
(EMAS, REDcert), RSB, PEFC, PEFC CoC (Forestry), ICMC,
CO2-Footprint, LEED (Buildings), EcoStep, EfbV (Recycling)

ISO 9001

Chemical / Petroleum
RC 14001, ISO/TS 29001, HSE Management, SCC, SCP
Automotive
ISO/TS 16949, StVR, SPICE (ISO 15504), VDA 6.x,
VDA Prototype Protection, CDI-MPC

Rail and Transportation
IRIS, SQAS

Managing Risks

Protect information – minimize risks
Education Providers
AZWV / AZAV, PAS 1037 plus Annex, ISO 29990, Q2E
(mostly tailored to German markets)

Information Security Management
ISO 27001, Data Protection Audit, SPICE (ISO 15504)

Health and Social Care
Nursing Plus, AWO Criteria, QgP Seal of Quality, KTQ,
BVKD, DIN 77800, MAAS-BGW, IQMP, QReha
(mostly tailored to German markets)

Risk Management
ISO 31000

Aerospace Industries
EN/AS 9100, EN/AS 9110, EN/AS 9120

Business Continuity Management
BS 25999-2, ISO 22301

Medical Device Manufacturers and Service Providers
Medical Device Directive 93/42/EEC, Taiwan Cover Letter,
PAL, ISO 13485, ISO 13485 under CMDCAS, ISO 15378,
FDA Pre-Assessment, GMP Medical Device 2003/94/EG,
GLP Medical Device 2004/9/EG, Prequalification

Transportation & Logistics
SQAS/SASSMAQ, CDI-MPC, ISO 28000

IT Service Provider
ISO 20000-1, itSMF Seal of Approval, ITIL Assessment

Food Safety and Hygiene Management
ISO 22000/FSSC 22000, IFS Food / IFS Logistics, HACCP,
BRC Food, BRC Consumer Products, BRC/IoP, GMP+2006,
IFIS, QS Quality and Safety, DIN EN 15593, FAMI-QS,
GLOBAL G.A.P., VO (EG) 1760/2000, FeFco GMP, cGMP
(FDA), EN 14065, RSPO, REDcert/ISCC, Sedex, PEFC, IFS
HPC, IFS Broker

Occupational Health and
Safety Management
Better health – less incidents

Business Excellence

Apply Excellence – promote benchmarking
IBEC IQNet Business Excellence Class, EFQM, DQS-TIP,
DQS Best

Various

Occupational Health and Safety Management
BS OHSAS 18001, ELOT 1801, PN-N-18001,
SCC- and SCP-Checklist

Process and Supplier Audits (2nd Party),
Customized Assessments,
Integrated Management Systems Assessments,
E-Solutions

Social Standards
SA 8000, BSCI, CSR, IQNet SR 10, ISO 26000,
GRI (Global Reporting Initiative)

DIN 14675, ISO 3834 (Machinery, Metal, Electro),
TL 9000 (Telecommunications),
SINCERT RT-05 (Construction),
DPG Directive (Recycling),
DIN 77200 (Security services)
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